Featuring chapters on the social representations of taxation, decision-making and self-employed income tax behaviour, this book will appeal to researchers in economic psychology, behavioural economics and public administration. Reviews. "This is an interesting, comprehensive and excellent examination of the behavioural aspects of tax compliance and evasion. Based on insights from social and cognitive psychology, behavioural economics, and game theory. But taxation arouses passion, has an impact on people's behaviour and has serious repercussions for the wider economy. So it is very pleasing that Kirchler's book does full justice to the fascination of people's tax behaviour. By economic motives but by psychological factors as well. Economic-psychological research focuses on individual and social representations of taxation as well as decision-making. In this book, Erich Kirchler assembles research on tax compliance, with a focus on tax evasion, and integrates the findings into a model based on the interaction climate between tax authorities and taxpayers. Featuring chapters on the social representations of taxation, decision-making and self-employed income tax behaviour, this book will appeal to researchers in economic psychology, behavioural economics and public administration. Erich Kirchler is a Professor in the Faculty of Psychology at the University of Vienna. Downloadable! Taxation and Economic Behaviour offers a number of broad introductory surveys in the areas of public economics and public finance. Divided clearly into two parts—measurement issues and taxation and economic behaviour—this innovative collection of articles consists of published refereed papers and several new and previously unpublished pieces. Divided clearly into two parts—measurement issues and taxation and economic behaviour—this innovative collection of articles consists of published refereed papers and several new and previously unpublished pieces. Suggested Citation. John Creedy, 2001. "Taxation and Economic Behaviour," Books, Edward Elgar Publishing, number 2464, March. Handle: RePEc:elg:eebook:2464.